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New Mobility Strategy
• What is “New mobility” anyway?
Transportation services that are connected to, enabled
or (re)defined by digital technology.

• Why does it matter? New mobility services have
wide-ranging impacts on transportation agencies and

the communities they serve.

• What is this process? Internally-focused effort to
promote cross-bureau organizational alignment and
identify strategic actions to pursue over the next year.
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New Mobility Strategy
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New Mobility Strategy
The New Mobility ecosystem is broad and
constantly evolving…
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New Mobility Strategy
…and different new mobility service providers
will have different impacts on the Bureau.
Teams involved in E-Scooter Pilot:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Active Transportation Operations
Regulatory
Parking Enforcement
Policy Innovation & Regional Collaboration
Office of Strategy, Innovation &
Performance
Communications
Maintenance
Business Technology Services
Financial Services
Office of the Director
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New Mobility Strategy
We won’t be caught off guard because…
• We are experienced: From

bike- and car-share to e-scooters
and ride-hailing, we are fortunate
that new mobility isn’t entirely
“new” to PBOT.

• We have policy to guide us:
Including goals around safety,
congestion, equity, and climate
pollution, and strategies for
people movement.
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Our actions will shape the future.

Source: Metro’s Emerging Technology Strategy, June 2018
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New Mobility Strategy
New Mobility presents an “Opportunity”
and “Threat” to advancing our Strategic
Goals.
Implications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Curb access & management
Engineering & design
Regulatory compliance
Signage and navigation
Agency funding
Safety of bike lanes, sidewalks, and
streets
Safety and comfort of vulnerable users
Mode shift, VMT, & Mode share
Pricing & prioritization
Climate goals & equitable access
Economic vibrancy & Goods movement
Zoning & Land use
Mobility management
Relationships with public transit &
private sector
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New Mobility Strategy
Consultant team
STRATEGY
Shared Mobility and
Change Management

TECHNOLOGY
Connected/Automated
Vehicles and MaaS

FACILITATION
Stakeholder Engagement

COMMUNICATIONS
Messaging and Graphics
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New Mobility Strategy
This project will answer 5 key questions:
1. What is the current state of new mobility in Portland?
What can we learn from other cities?

2. How do we best organize ourselves?
How do we assign responsibility and make decisions so we can effectively respond to disruptive
innovation in the transportation sector?

3. How do we best communicate about new mobility?
How do our communications differ for internal and external stakeholders?

4. How will we evaluate new mobility pilots and opportunities?
What data will we need? How will we use it? How might we prioritize our limited resources in the face
of opportunities from the private sector?

5. What strategic moves do we want to make in the next 12 mos.?
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New Mobility Strategy
Timeline
• Existing Conditions, Interviews + TAC 1

• Workflow, Assessment + TAC 2
• 18-Month Priority Actions + TAC 3
• Charter + Key Messages + TAC 4

• Exec Summary + Communications Tools
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Overview of Key Deliverables
DRAFT: Process Map
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Overview of Key Deliverables
DRAFT: Assessment Framework
• Tool for identifying potential
benefits and risks of introducing new
mobility services or technologies
• For any new proposal, the
Framework is used to assess:
• Alignment with adopted City
goals,
• Relationship to existing policy,
and
• Operational implications.
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Overview of Key Deliverables
DRAFT: Assessment Framework
Four key steps:
• An intake form;
• An initial assessment based on that information;
• An assessment of alignment with goals conducted by a
Technical Committee; and
• An assessment of operational implications conducted
by multiple staff group leaders.
Centered around five goal areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Safety & Vision Zero
Equity, Access & Connectivity
Congestion Mitigation & Environmental Sustainability
Economic Opportunity
Public Health
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Overview of Key Deliverables
DRAFT: 18-Month Action Plan
Mission
PBOT will actively manage new mobility services to ensure they enhance the lives of all
Portlanders and hold true to our shared values around safety, equity, and climate change.

Strategic Objectives
The New Mobility Strategy is rooted in PBOT’s 2019 Strategic Plan and will advance the
following priority objectives:
• Promote new infrastructure, incentives, & information about new ways to get around
• Create a New Mobility Management Framework to comprehensively guide how new
mobility services are priced, prioritized and permitted in the ROW
• Leverage data to make decisions, manage performance, and advance City goals

• Increase PBOT's collaborative capacity and promote alignment
• Develop partnerships and collaborate for impact
The 18-month Plan details proposed actions to support each of the five priority objectives.
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New Mobility Strategy
Next Steps
• Refinement of 18-month Action Plan, charter,
and communication materials
• Executive Summary

• Presentation to Directors Team
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